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LETTER FROM 
THE EDITORS
It has been a pleasure to serve you this year! There have 
been so many valuable memories made with ABSA 
between the officer panel, directors, and members. From 
the rained-upon camping trip to IM football games to Feed 
Your Mind and Launch to the last KAB of the year, you all 
have supported us and we could not have completed the 
Informers without everyone! While staying up all night 
working on the Informers during peak seasons, there were 
also some of you who woke up early on a Saturday morning 
to volunteer and give back to our community, while others 
stayed up several nights to prepare for a case competition. 
Of course, we can’t forget the family events, especially the 
Family Talent Show and Top Model GMs!

We have gone through and learned much with handling 
deadlines and being able to communicate to ABSA in a 
manner that showed us how important it is to recognize 
the different forms of communication. Communicating 
through texting, emailing, and other media, the two of us 
have worked hard as a team and have accomplished much 
as a team. This was definitely an experience--especially 
with all the pestering that was done. Through teamwork, 
perseverance, and dedication, we have brought to you our 
final issue of the year. We hope that everyone has enjoyed 
our past three publications and will continue to enjoy this 
issue as well as future issues of the Informers. (continued...)
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Thank you to our officer, Sondra, who constantly supported 
us and had our backs whenever we needed help. Thank you 
to all the officers on the panel this year and members who 
have time and time again supported us without fail. We 
could not have done it without all of you helping us. 

As the year comes to a close, we have seen the ups and 
downs of ABSA, but overall, ABSA have maintained a 
successful agenda and have accomplished its goals through 
membership and activities. Congratulations to ABSA for 
another wonderful year and for allowing us to document 
the awesome events that have created wonderful 
memories in our minds. We hope you look forward to this 
final issue as you prepare for finals and for summer break. 
Best of luck on everything and we hope to see everyone 
again when classes start in August!

Best,

Eric and Helen
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To my ABSA family,

Thanks for an incredible and amazing year! It’s funny how it’s already the end of 
the school term and my presidency is now drawing to a close. It feels like it all just 
flew by. I will definitely remember and cherish the experiences I have been able to 
share with all of you members. The 24th year of ABSA’s existence has been one 
phenomenal ride but it’s time to move on and pass the torch to next year’s panel.

It may sound cliché, but it has been my greatest pleasure to serve as your President 
for the 2010-2011 school year. The eminent and renowned history of this 
organization stretches back all the way to 1987 and it is an immense honor to have 
been entrusted with the responsibility of leading ABSA.  As a wide-eyed freshman 
walking into the packed and now-all-too-familiar-GSB 2.124 meeting room, I 
could never have imagined the journey I was embarking on. Chatting and picking 
up trash at KAB. Passing out hordes of food for thousands of hungry students at 
FYM. Laughing uncontrollably at ABSA’s Next Top Model. Huddling together 
for warmth in the chilly Chicago weather at our out-of-state CFT. Networking 
with ABSA members from the University of Houston at Launch. Listening to the 
presentations from corporate sponsors. Looking back at all the events I 
participated in, it was great being part of some of the stories that are constantly 
being woven into the ABSA fabric. ABSA is more than a simple student 
organization. It is a community and family, one that remains in its members’ 
hearts and minds for years to come. 

Of course, this all could not be done without the tireless dedication and 
hard-work of my officer panel. ABSA is not about one-man shows. It’s about 
using teamwork and community to pull off things that are greater than the sum of 
their parts. Therefore, special thanks to:

Karen Shih: Your seniority and coolness under pressure has been a crucial 
component of our success this year. Thanks for enriching ABSA’s coffers by 
almost doubling corporate sponsorship and developing key relationships with 
countless professionals in the industry.
Grace Ko: Your management of our GMs and the success of our 
varied company field trips is a testament to your attention to detail. Even though 
you were busy all year with MPA stuff and uncertainty with your major, you still 
came out to events with a smile.
Grace Kim: Thank you for bringing out your “A” game to each event and being 
energetic even when you have a lot on your plate. Revamping the Family Program 
has definitely been a feather in your cap and I look forward to seeing you next year!
Diana Meng: As the External VP of ABSA, you really improved the many facets of 
your diverse branch through painstaking preparation 
and planning. Through organizing volunteer events, developing faculty relations, 
and networking with other student organizations you have definitely championed 
the spirit of the External Branch.
Sondra Batbold: Thank you for your hard work in helping establish a new ABSA 
Marketing Team, strengthening alumni relations, and preserving all our 
memories of this year through informers, pictures and videos, and scrapbooks! 
You really stepped up your game this year!
Ka-Wai To: To me you’ll always be one of my financial directors. JK. You had a 
tough job taking over as Academic VP with no prior experience and an 
up-and-down year personally but you pulled through in the end. You have a lot 

of potential still and I look forward to seeing what you do in the future. I’m 
immensely proud of you man.
Hyungoo Kang: Man-oh-man. You are one of the most passionate 
officers I know and I have to say that I’m really thankful that I chose you as my 
director close to 2 years ago. Imagine you as volunteer director… *shudder*. 
Anyway, your expansion of our budget surplus and your successful funding of key 
ABSA programs has been a great bonus this year and I know you deserve a 
well-earned thanks for doing so. I’m really proud of you too man.

To close, I wanted to share my little bit of grandfatherly presidential wisdom. This 
organization and community will always, always, ALWAYS, have a special place 
within me. Never in my life have I been so passionate about something and I 
wouldn’t have traded these past three years for anything. ABSA has historically had 
the cards stacked against it but the amazing things we have been able to accomplish 
over the past 24 years is testament to the incredible people and passion that this 
organization is home to. Take a chance and dive deeper into this amazing 
organization and you’ll find something to treasure for years to come.

So once again, from the moment the election results were announced a year ago to 
this point of time sitting in the Millennium Lab typing up this letter, this privilege 
to serve as your President for 2010-2011 has been unreal. Thanks for everything 
y’all have given me and this is not goodbye but a see you soon next year!!!

Cheers,

Henry Jin Shi
President 2010-2011

HENRY 
SHI
PRESIDENT
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Dearest ABSA, 

I really don’t want to say goodbye to any of you, but all officers are required to 
write a farewell message, so here goes…

When I joined this organization as a freshman, I felt overwhelmed by the crowd. I 
thought I didn’t fit in, but I realized that with just a little bit of effort, people 
welcomed me into their circles. It’s so true what others have said before me- you 
get in return what you put in.

As I reminisce on my college experience, there’s no denying that ABSA has been 
there for many of my most unforgettable moments.  When I’m procrastinating on 
school work due to senioritis, there’s always a group of ABSA members in Reliant 
to distract me. When I’m downtown on a Thursday night, I can always count on 
my ABSA friends to roll with me. When I’m hungry and my fridge is 
empty, I can always eat dinner at an ABSA event.  In all seriousness, ABSA has 
provided so many incredible opportunities to do things I never would have on my 
own accord (company field trips, case competitions, camping?!). 

Certainly, ABSA has opened doors for me professionally.  Through regular 
interaction with recruiters at networking events, I believe I am much better 
equipped to survive in the corporate world. Still, the BIGGEST reason why I’m 
so sad to leave is because of the friends I’ve made. Thank you for making my time 
in ABSA so worth every lost hour of sleep on a Saturday morning spent 
volunteering, and every episode of losing my voice after cheering at a family event. I 
truly cherish all the memories we have shared, even the relentless teasing I suffered 
for being too short, too old, and…too awesome. Just kidding! 

As I begin a new chapter in my life and move far, far, away to Dallas, I’m keeping 
y’all with me in my heart. I’ll stop before this mushiness makes you teary-eyed. 

I am honored to have served as your Executive VP this past year.  More 
importantly, I am grateful to have been your friend. I hope that you’ll continue to 
grow within ABSA and look back on it as fondly as I do. 

Best,

Karen Shih
Executive VP 2010-2011

KAREN 
SHIH
EXECUTIVE VP
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for me… ahhh :/ Anyway, I’m glad we got to represent the Koreans in the panel 
this year and I greatly enjoyed your company in and out of ABSA this year! 

To my amazing group of directors, thank you so much for all your hard work this 
year! You really made my job easier and you each have a very special place in my 
heart: 

Cybil: Cybil! Thank you so much for everything you’ve done for the branch this 
year! You really took the initiative and made my job so easy. I’m so thankful that I 
could always count on you when I needed your help. You are so intelligent, kind, 
and passionate about the things you do. I have no doubt that you will be successful 
wherever you end up in the future! 
Daniel: DChao! You brought so much enthusiasm and fun into our branch this 
year with all your silliness and energy! Thanks for being there for me as a friend 
and making me feel better even at times when I’m at my worst. I had so much fun 
with you this year and I will miss you in the fall!
Heather: Hey cutie! I could not have asked for a better director this year! I’m so 
happy that you chose to be a director in Professional Branch this year. I’m really 
impressed at all you’ve done for the branch. You are one of the sweetest, kindest 
people I know and I’m so thankful that you are a bigger part of my life! I can’t 
wait to see more of you this summer!
Seong: Hey pretty girl! As soon as I met you in the very beginning of the year, I 
saw your potential and talent right away! I know you will accomplish great things 
in the future and it made me so proud to see you grow and bloom over the past 
year. I’m glad you are enjoying your college life to the fullest! Have fun in Korea 
and see you next year!
Terence: Hi Terence! I’m so proud of everything you’ve accomplished this year! It 
always amazes me to see how much you’ve matured and grown this year and I’m 
so happy that you will be taking on a larger role next year. I have so much faith in 
you! Thank you for your hard work and dedication to ABSA this year!

Last but not least, I would like to thank everyone in the BAD ASSETS FAMILY! 
We’ve shared so many great moments and memories together this year! Thank 
you for making this experience so enjoyable for me!

Love,

Grace Ko
Professional VP 2010-2011
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Dear ABSA,

I can’t believe it’s over already! It has truly been an honor to serve ABSA as the 
Professional VP this year. I’ve learned so much, laughed so hard, and gained so 
many amazing memories during my three years in ABSA. When I first joined 
ABSA as a freshman, I never thought that this organization would become my 
second family. Thank you for the amazing opportunity to get to know each and 
one of you and for being such active, passionate members of ABSA this year!

For future officers, I want each one of you to know that you guys have been gifted 
with one of the most special experiences you will have in college. Please use this 
opportunity to leave a legacy in ABSA and strive to make an impact on the 
organization. I have no doubt in my mind that each of you guys are extremely 
talented and passionate about ABSA so don’t be afraid to let that light shine 
through! There may be times when things get hectic and stressful or when things 
don’t go your way – but trust me, it will be so worth it at the end of the tunnel! 
And most importantly, have fun and enjoy your year!

For all the lovely members of ABSA, thank you so much for staying active and 
contributing your time and energy to ABSA! ABSA would not be where it is today 
without your unique and special contributions to the organization. We feel so 
blessed to have each and one of you in the organization. 

Current officers, I feel so fortunate to have been part of such an amazing group of 
people! I’m going to miss all of our OM’s in the Frito and all the fun, the jokes, 
and the seriousness that went down this year. Your passion for ABSA really 
inspired me to do more for ABSA. I’m so thankful that I got to share this unique 
experience with you all.

Henry: I know the officer panel always gave you a hard time at OM’s but I’m glad 
we got to go through this experience together this year. You have been a great 
president and friend. I’m looking forward to seeing more of you in all of our 
miserable MPA classes.
Karen: You are probably the classiest girl I know! So sophisticated, smart, and 
never afraid to voice your opinions.  I’m still so sad that we didn’t get to go on a 
shopping trip this year. We are definitely going to miss you a bunch. Good luck 
with your new job in Dallas and please come visit!
Grace Kim: Hey name twin! Remember the first time we met during summer 
orientation? We’ve come such a long way since then! I have so much respect for 
you and everything you are able to accomplish as a student leader, friend, and 
everything else you do! We need to hang out more next year! =D
Diana: Thanks for all the great memories this year! Your kindness and dedication 
are so inspiring for the rest of ABSA. I’m so lucky to have you as a friend and 
confidant. I’m looking forward to more late-night talks and hangouts next year! 
Sondra: It’s been an immense pleasure working with you this year! I remember 
having our first officer outing at your apartment and how I could never find Salado 
street (I still can’t find it!). Even though you are one of the youngest in the panel, 
your maturity and dedication always impressed me. See you next year!
Ka-Wai: Round Rock Buddy! From our high school Spanish class with Senora 
Kotz to working with you together as officers in ABSA, we’ve seriously come a 
long way! I’m so glad we reunited at UT and had this opportunity to work 
together this year. Let’s hang out in Round Rock soon!
Hyungoo: I will never forget our bet we made DT and how embarrassing it was 

GRACE 
KO
PROFESSIONAL VP
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to keep the girls together! I love you so much!  
Patrick Chen: I am so proud of you! I’ve really seen you take more initiative and 
responsibility this year and you’ve accomplished so much... organizing all the 
socials is hard work and you’ve done a phenomenal job. I love how you eat lunch 
on the six-pack and always want to see members having a good time. Whatever 
happens with elections, you should be proud of the positive impact you made in 
ABSA this year.
Ariel Kao: You are one of the sweetest, most caring girls I know, and that really 
shows by your effort to get to know each and every member in ABSA. I loved 
getting to know you better as a director this year and I see so much potential in 
you to really shape Internal. You are such a special girl with a lot to offer ABSA so 
never forget that!
Erica Tsao: I am so proud of you for being able to balance pledging and ABSA 
together… that’s not an easy thing to do! You still got all your work done and I 
love your chill attitude. I’m going to miss our one-on-ones so let’s keep that 
going next year, yes? 
Kevin Nguyen: Cutie patootie… thanks for going through a year of humiliation 
with me! It built character didn’t it? I bet it prepared you for pledging too… 
JUST KIDDING! Jokes aside, I’m so proud of you for still being on top of the 
merit points and maintaining your love for ABSA even while you were super busy. 
I better see you more next year!
Denny Ku: Fantastic job with sports this year. Even though we didn’t win 
championships, so many members had fun and made friends during these games 
and practices. Thanks for always being on top of things and showing up early, 
reaching out to members, and really embodying what Internal should be like. I am 
so happy I got to work with you this year and hope you still maintain your passion 
for ABSA no matter what happens with elections!
Nook Truong: So crazy how close we’ve gotten this year, huh? From our talks to 
San Antonio memories to sports to mangos to nights downtown to “ngo” and 
“di” and random drives…I had such a great year working with you. You did an 
awesome job as Athletics Director and I couldn’t have asked for a better friend to 
fill the position. 
Natasha Suddhi: Thanks for being a fantastic Family Director! Remember our 
awkward phone interview? I know it was hard work balancing DSP with ABSA 
but you were a rock star through it all and I hope you continue to stay involved. I 
had so much fun getting to know you better this year and I can’t wait for our 
Internal reunions!
Courtney Chen: You are officially the oldest Internal member EVER. 
CONGRATS! In all seriousness, I had so much fun working with you for the last 
2.5 years and you really helped make Family Program stronger this year. I know 
ABSA is different from how it was when we were freshmen, but that’s the beauty of 
it – we get to shape it as we grow within the org. Don’t terrorize the new Internal 
VP next year and good luck with your new “Courtney Chen” director position!

Now I’ll close with some advice to the new officer panel: take the time to invest in 
the members, especially your directors. In the end, you’ll realize that this position 
is not about you but about giving back to an amazing organization by developing 
the people who will lead it in the future. With that focus in mind, don’t worry so 
much about individual events and small failures – learn from them, improve, and 
move on. Members – seize every opportunity ABSA provides you because you get 
so much more than the $25-$65 you pay in dues. Feel free to check out other 
organizations and find your passions, but always remember that ABSA is your 
family and here for you in the end. I’ve enjoyed serving as your Internal VP and 
look forward to more adventures next year!

Best,

Grace Kim
Internal VP 2010-2011

Dear ABSA,

What a crazy, amazing year it has been! I can’t believe how fast it has passed. This 
year has undoubtedly been one of the most rewarding experiences of my life and 
through all the ups (hanging out with my directors, seeing families bond through 
new socials and events) and downs (camping getting rained out, getting 
disqualified in the semifinals for IM Flag Football), I will cherish all the memories 
I made with some of the most amazing people on this campus.

And now, some shout-outs to the people who made this amazing year possible:

Fellow Officers:

Henry Shi: You did a fantastic job this year working with a panel of such diverse 
individuals. I’ve seen you grow so much since I first met you in Algebra II with 
your dorky blue-tinted glasses! Thanks for keeping ABSA stellar this year!
Karen Shih: I absolutely LOVED getting to know you better this year. Starting off 
as family and now working on the same panel and even going skiing together…
I’m going to miss our conversations SO much. Romantics for life, right? ;) You 
are the only one who understands my love for sweets! Stay in touch after you 
graduate!
Grace Ko: We still haven’t gone shopping together! I’m so glad I got to work 
with you this year and I love how you always have a chill smile on your face no 
matter how crazy things get with ABSA. We need to do more girl officer 
(ex-officer?) lunches next year!
Diana Meng: ECC – LeaderShape – BHP – ABSA…we’ve gone through so 
much together! You are so organized and hardworking and without you and 
Karen our panel would have probably fallen apart (jk guys, jk) But yea I really 
loved our random adventures (shady East Austin trailers LOL) and I hope there 
are more to come next year!
Sondra Batbold: Oh baby... I whisper sweet nothings into your ear every night so 
no need to say it all again here right? Haha you have no idea how glad I am that we 
were on the same panel. We both had such a crazy year this year, even before 
school started, and I just want you to know how lucky I feel that you were always 
there for me. I’m going to miss our secret Skype chats during OM (oops, heh) 
and our early Friday morning g-chat but hey, Girls’ Night MUST continue next 
year!
Ka-Wai To: I’m glad I got to know you better this year. You have so much 
ambition and potential and I know you’re going to do amazing things so don’t get 
discouraged and always remember that you have 7 people who for sure always got 
your back!
Hyun Kang: I know we always make fun of your terrible grammar and fobbiness, 
but I’m so glad I got to be on the same panel as you this year. Remember that one 
time I was super stressed and you went to Juicytart with me to talk? I really 
appreciated you doing things like that, and for running with me.
Can’t wait for our senior year when you can go downtown again! Haha!

Internal Directors:

Victoria Chiem: Girl, you have no idea what a comfort it was for me to know you 
were in the branch and could help me through all the blunders I was bound to 
make this year. I feel like we’ve grown so much since we first met at camping last 
year (awkward circumstances NBD) and I can’t wait for more memories next year. 
I promise to be a better friend and thanks for organizing J2 lunches    

GRACE 
KIM
INTERNAL VP



an amazing job revamping Academics this year, especially with Launch, and I really 
respect how you pulled through such a difficult year! Keep up that passion and 
ambition, and I know you’ll go far!
Hyun: I know I always give you a hard time, and you deserve it for all your teasing 
and mean pranks, but when things get tough or go horribly wrong, I know I can 
always go to you for help! Thanks for being such a supportive friend and dedicated 
officer, and I’ve really enjoyed being an officer with you this year!

Directors:

Betty: I love how enthusiastic you are about everything, from legit Chinese food 
to Matt Wertz! I’m so proud of all the events you coordinated, and how you took 
the initiative to make the most of this semester! Thanks for sticking with ABSA 
this whole year!
Candice: It’s been so much fun having you in External! You’ve really shown how 
much you care for ABSA all these years, from being a really active member to 
being a really supportive Big Sib and Director. I hope you keep up that passion 
through next year!
Cathy: I’m so glad that you’re in External again! It brought back a lot of 
wonderful memories of last year’s External Branch! I know you’ve been super 
busy, but you still managed to do a wonderful job as Volunteer Director! Good 
luck with MPA next year!
Cody: My partner-in-crime! Although we didn’t pull any pranks this year, I still 
had so much fun in Chicago with you! You’ve done an amazing job as Volunteer 
Director, and I’ve truly enjoyed bonding over our mutual love for books, music, 
and coffee!
Connie: My flirtatious, food-moocher, worst-driver, inseparable duo! I would not 
have survived this crazy year without you always being there for me no matter what. 
Thanks for being the “glue” in our branch and our beloved External driver! 
David: Hui Sub, stop giving me nick names! Thanks for all you have done for our 
branch, and for being so incredibly hard-working and helpful! I’m glad you 
learned so much this year, and have really enjoyed seeing you grow and become so 
involved in ABSA!
Josh: Oh Josh, stop being such a flirt! Haha. Thanks for being so dependable and 
passionate, and for going all out with every single one of your events! I really 
admire how much you love ABSA, and I appreciate all the time and effort you’ve 
dedicated this year!
Lily: You are one of the funniest and coolest people I’ve ever met! I love how 
creative you are and how you’re never afraid of expressing your opinions. Thanks 
for doing such a lovely job with TWP and FAW, and have an amazing summer in 
Africa!

Diana Meng
External VP 2010-2011

Dear ABSA,

Walking into the last GM of the year brought back bittersweet memories of the 
first GM I attended my freshman year. Sitting in the audience with your friends, 
hearing the suited-up officers announce their events with such enthusiasm, 
laughing with the upperclassmen as they shared their very honest advice about 
internships, and staying behind to catch up with everyone long after the meeting 
ended. Other than our outrageous Top Model and heartwarming Talent Show, 
GMs are not always ABSA’s most popular or exciting events. However, this is 
what is most striking to me. That each week, a group of students with different 
backgrounds, different personalities, different interests, and different dreams can 
end up all together on Thursday evenings. Because of this organization called 
ABSA, we have developed such lifelong memories and friendships. Call me cheesy, 
but as I have said before, what drew me to ABSA and what keeps me here are the 
people who make up the heart of ABSA. And so, I would like to thank each and 
every one of you for allowing me to serve as your officer. It has an honor to share 
this whirlwind of a year with you all!

Future officers, you have been given a huge responsibility and big shoes to fill, but 
at the same time, have fun with it! There is no better inspiration for your members 
and directors than seeing their own officers having so much passion, enthusiasm, 
and fun!  Yes, you will feel overwhelmed and stressed at times. Yes, things might 
not turn out the way you want or expect. But at the end of the day, take a step back, 
take a deep breath, and just remember that you are among friends who will always 
support you no matter what! 

Current officers:

Henry: Thanks for stepping it up this year! I really appreciate how many times you 
inspired us to step it up ourselves with your commitment, passion, and vision for 
ABSA to “Dream Bigger”! I’m really proud of what all ABSA has accomplished 
this year, and we thank you for leading us through this year. Just don’t always use 
“cheers,” okay?
Karen: Miss Sweet Tooth, you know I’ll always have your back, especially when 
we make fun of Hyun! I’m so glad we became such great friends, and I’m always 
amazed at how dedicated and driven you are as both Executive VP and French 
Toast Mafia Big Sib when most seniors usually check out. You’ll be dearly missed! 
Have fun in Europe, you deserve it!
Grace Ko: Let’s just fire our troublesome directors, Daniel and Connie! I’m so 
happy that we got to be officers together and survived through MPA together! 
You’re always on top of everything, and did a wonderful job with Scoring Careers 
and the CFTs! Thank you for being such a great friend throughout this year! 
Grace Kim: Heh heh heh. I love how I can’t stop laughing when I’m with you! 
You astound me with your superhero ability to achieve everything that you do, and 
I admire how you always make time for everyone in your life! Fantastic job with 
Internal this year and good luck as President next year! I know you’ll do an 
amazing job!
Sondra: Thanks for always keeping our spirits up during those super long OMs, 
whether it is constantly feeding us legit Swiss chocolates or making us laugh with 
your hilarious jokes and remarks! Great job with Admin this year! I’m so glad you 
were able to dedicate your passion to both ABSA and DSP!
Ka-Wai: Do you remember those t-shirts that Fangy made for us? I still have 
mine, and I can’t believe that a whole year has passed since then! You’ve done 
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MENG
EXTERNAL VP
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Dear ABSA,

Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to serve you as your 
Administrative VP this past year. As that nervous girl, standing in front of you at 
elections last spring, I could have never imagined gaining so many friendships, 
memories, and lessons learned as your officer. 

From our very first, incredibly packed general meeting, where I showed our 
“Inception” ABSA promotional video, our theme for the year has centered on 
“dream bigger.”  From ABSA lock-ins, KAB volunteering, to Scoring Careers 
and LAUNCH, I feel that our panel consistently strove to achieve above and 
beyond what was done before, and I can only hope for this same mindset in future 
panels. 

Future officers, congratulations and dream even bigger! There is so much you can 
achieve with your positions so never fail to think and innovate beyond tradition and 
norms. After all our one-on-ones, I have full confidence that you will serve ABSA 
with great passion and vision. Nine months may seem like forever, but take 
everything day by day and make sure to leave your mark!
To my current officer panel, thank you for the immense support and enthusiasm 
you exhibited this past year. It has been so awesome getting to know all of you. I 
am truly in awe of your commitment to ABSA and your unfaltering dedication to 
not only lead, but also serve ABSA. 

Henry Shi: I still remember the first time I met you when you drove me to ABSA 
camping my freshman year. We bonded over your ability to sing “Bleeding Love” 
and the fact that we were both born in England. From that first encounter, you 
have definitely become someone I trust, respect, and admire as a friend.  Thank 
you for leading us with passion, dedication, and charisma. 
Karen Shih: Funny, I barely knew you when we started as the new panel. Even 
funnier is that most members identify us as the most intimidating officers on the 
panel. Whoever said that is out of their mind because you are probably the most 
motherly, caring officer on the panel. Thank you for always being the calm, 
levelheaded leader on the panel and baking us delicious goodies. I will miss you 
lots next year! 
Grace Ko: From LeaderShape to serving on the same exec panel, you and I have 
come a long way. Amazing job as Professional VP this past year! Scoring Careers 
has always been my favorite event and you went above and beyond this year by 
doubling our corporate sponsors. I only wish that you would stop dressing so 
cute and making me look bad when I roll in with sweats. 
Grace Kim: You are not only a fellow officer, but also one of my best friends. I 
would have to thank you for more than 5 pages worth of stuff for this to truly 
suffice. I don’t think you know this, but I really do admire you. You are one of the 
busiest people I know, yet you complete everything and you are always on top of 
your game. This, along with your love for ABSA, is why I know that you will be 
an amazing President next year. =) 
Diana Meng: You really do amaze me with how much you are balancing right 
now and your ability to really stay on top of it all. From MPA recruiting to your 
various connections with faculty and other organizations in addition to 
volunteering events around and outside of campus, you succeed in everything that 
you set your mind to. Thank you for doing such a wonderful job as External VP. I 
have greatly enjoyed all of your events and loved having worked with you on our 
panel.
Ka-Wai To: Great job transitioning from the Financial branch to Academic 

branch. You developed from being one of Henry’s minions (lol) to becoming a 
super officer. I think it’s awesome that you led so many workshops that 
collaborated with various faculty and departments in addition to bringing back a 
successful LAUNCH conference. Rep sophomores! 
Hyun Kang: I though really hard about this, but I really can’t remember the first 
time that we met. I guess it wasn’t that memorable. Just kidding! The way I see it, 
no beginning and no end, right? Thank you for always adding that spark of 
humor to even the most difficult situations. You have always been one that I turned 
to for a morale boost and I hope you know that you can count on me too if ever 
need be! 
Directors: Thank you so much for all your hard work. You truly are the core of 
ABSA and without you this year could not have been as incredible as it has been. I 
am immensely proud of all my directors and I hope you all know that I could not 
have done any of this without your support, dedication, and drive. I am so lucky to 
have met, worked with, and, better yet, become friends with all of you.

Lastly, I want to say that my experience as an officer for ABSA has truly been a 
dream come true. To all those in ABSA who I, talked with, laughed with, 
volunteered with, played with, and who made this year so memorable, I thank you 
from the bottom of my heart. 

Sondra Batbold
Administrative VP 2010-2011

SONDRA 
BATBOLD
ADMINISTRATIVE VP



not have the most informed perspective, and make an effort to obtain 
these missing perspectives from others. (Upperclassmen, professors, and 
reddit can sometimes be your most valuable resources.) Once you take 
some time to consolidate the ideas from these people and formulate your 
own opinion, plant your feet on the ground and see things through.

With regards to future officers, this principle can be applied in the following 
way – let your branch vision and mission statement be extremely clear for 
you. It is completely okay – even encouraged – to deter from your original 
vision. However, do not shortchange yourself, your directors, and especially 
ABSA by wavering on your goal for the branch.

What is the best/worst memory that you had as an officer?

My best memory – my Launch Leadership Conference experience as 
described above.
My worst memory – having to work with Diana on the panel. JUST 
KIDDING. But seriously though, are you kidding me? There was never a 
worst memory. It has been fun the entire way. Even if it was challenging 
and tough at times, everything has been so worthwhile.

To everyone in Academic Branch, you all have made a significant impact in 
my life. I will cherish my memories with you all.

Becky: Glad that you decided to join ABSA. Though you joined ABSA late 
(by ABSA standards), I am happy that this org has enriched your life. Also 
glad that you said ‘yes’ to me in the end. Life has been great with you.
Taehoon: Goofy but serious if need be. I appreciate your unwavering 
passion.
Patty: Your energy has been important for our branch. Thank you for 
helping out in the first semester.
Danny: You inspire me in ways unimaginable. Thanks for the unique 
perspectives.
Karen: We miss you! Thanks for helping with Danny through FYM in the 
first semester.
Kevin: You’re a buff man. ‘Nuff said.
Amanda: Please just tell us more MPA stories. We’re dying to hear more. :)

With this, I contently say goodbye to my year as Academic Vice-President 
and yield my position to Taehoon Kim. Taehoon, I hope I have done a 
satisfactory job in helping you grow in terms of macro-level thinking and 
vision planning for Academic Branch. I know you will do a great job (just 
don’t pick up my habits when it comes to details!), and I am always here 
for you if you ever need anything.

Best regards,

Ka-Wai To
Academic VP 2010-2011

P.S. For those of you who are wondering what sexy font I used in this Officer 
Farewell, let me impart with you one of my greatest secrets – my font of 
choice is Cambria. I personally use this font for my resume, ABSA Academic 
Branch applications, and other important documents. I personally believe it 
is one of the best fonts ever (bye-bye Calibri), and in terms of serif fonts, 
maybe even better than Times New Roman and Garamond. Enjoy!

Hi ABSA!

I truly cannot believe another year has come and gone. Freshmen, I know 
this sounds trite, but I cannot emphasize enough the same words that so 
many seniors and super-seniors have said before me – “college goes by so 
fast.” One April morning I took a rare, before-class stroll around campus 
and reflected on my college career thus far. It goes without saying that 
ABSA has played a huge role in my life. I became a hardcore student 
organization lover because of it. I forged strong friendships and made 
friends all over the business school (and more elsewhere) as a result. The 
organization and positions that I held pushed me to critically think and 
interact with others in a personal, yet professional manner, all the while 
dealing with some of the most challenging issues including personal 
relationships, leadership styles, professionalism, and loyalty. All these 
issues/topics have far-reaching applications beyond just student 
organizations. Be proud that as an ABSA member, you get to experience a 
microcosm of what you will encounter in the “real, outside world.” I hope 
ABSA has been able to provide you with such a dynamic experience and 
that I have played a role in facilitating this.

Now alas, the officer questions!

What is the most memorable experience you had as an officer?

My most memorable experience has definitely been bringing back Launch 
Leadership Conference to ABSA. It challenged me to think about issues that 
reached beyond me, ABSA, and even the University. Last year as a 
freshman, I quickly found that most Asian-interest student organizations 
were relatively fragmented. After realizing that universities in the west 
coast and northeastern U.S. have tightly linked Asian American 
communities that actively engage and organize events with one another, I 
knew that I wanted to facilitate in helping to build the Asian American 
community here in Texas. The fact that I was Academic VP in the largest 
Asian student organization on campus, in a university that is big on the idea 
of diversity – this makes too much sense for ABSA to host a Texas-wide 
conference. Conveying this idea and getting other student organizations 
from all over Texas on board in support has been one of my most 
memorable experiences in my student leadership career. The very fact that 
fellow officers from other student organizations who I have never talked to 
before, supported and helped out with Launch for no other reason than that 
we are Asian Americans, touched me. My Launch committee has also been 
invaluable in shaping the conference, and I am so sure that it can only 
improve for next year. Thanks everyone for the way things turned out!

What advice do you have for future officers and members?

Be very clear about what you believe, do, and say. ABSA has time and time 
again presented opportunities to learn this lesson. It is okay to not have a 
definite idea about your college major, career interests, ABSA branch 
mission, or what-have-you. However, do not under any circumstances 
blindly make a decision, convince yourself that you made the right choice, 
and run with the idea. Muy mal. Instead, strive to appreciate that you may 
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To ABSA,

I can’t believe it’s already the end of the year. It was exciting but nervous year for 
me as a Financial VP. I still remember my first perception of ABSA. I walked into 
ABSA not thinking much, but I have to say joining ABSA is one of the best 
spontaneous decisions I made in my college life. I had same mentality as many new 
comers in ABSA at first: I thought ABSA was too big, too many Asians and too 
cliquish. However, I saw the true beauty of ABSA as I got involved. I encourage all 
the current members and potential members to go out and explore ABSA. I cannot 
stress how important it is for you to experience ABSA for yourself. ABSA provides 
you with countless opportunities to grow and learn from. It is YOUR job to grab 
that chance to gain skills and tips.

What is the most memorable experience you had as an officer?

The time flew by really fast this year. I still feel like we just had our first interest 
meeting. Interest meeting was of the most thrilling experience I ever had. Speaking 
in from of over 300 potential members were nerve racking and exciting at the same 
time. We worked so hard to advertise ABSA during the beginning of the year and 
seeing the same faces paying me $65 was the best feeling I had (I am a Financial 
VP. Yes, money makes me happy). I still remember what Richard said to me, 
“Hyun, I joined ABSA because you stopped me and talked about ABSA in Jester 
Hall.” The fact that I was able to convince new comers to explore ABSA was one of 
the fond memories I had in ABSA and it was funny how Richard ended up 
becoming one of my Financial Directors. 

What advice do you have for future officers and members?

I wish you all good luck! I underestimated how much work I had to do as an 
officer but I had so much fun. You only have one year to be an officer so make it 
count. Give 100% so you will not regret at the end of the year. This is for 
members and officers, in addition to me, many people say friendship is the most 
valuable asset they gained in ABSA, and I truly believe that. I cannot stress in few 
words how important it is for you to go out and explore ABSA. That is the key 
and I personally met so many friends who care about me that will support and help 
me whenever I need them. 

Hyungoo Kang
Financial VP 2010-2011

HYUNGOO
KANG
FINANCIAL VP
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GENERAL MEETINGS

By Jennifer Nguyen

 Families brought their A-game as they showed off their various talents in 
order to bring home the glory of “most talented family” in the annual ABSA’s Got 
Talent competition. Before the epic showdown took place, each family was allotted 
15 minutes to refine and polish their acts before displaying them in front of 
ABSA. Each family took this opportunity to practice and perfect their act, while 
some families used the time to quickly improvise, deciding what talent to perform 
minutes before walking onto the stage.

 Once the preparation stage ended, it was time to perform! Families flaunted 
their diverse set of talents before ABSA and the judges. Members had the 
opportunity to enjoy several singing and dancing numbers, figure skating, a 
synchronized swimming act, a re-writing of a beloved Backstreet Boys song 

By Eric Allen

 Sam Baber is truly one of the liveliest and most passionate recruiters I have 
ever met. I had the pleasure of meeting him at the ABSA Corporate Dinner 
previously, and his discussion about the values of BazaarVoice allowed me to see 
the reason why the company has been voted as best place to work in Austin. Vision, 
passion, innovation, and generosity are just a few of the values of BazaarVoice that 
not only connect with the values of my life but also with the values of many ABSA 
members. Sam also gave some awesome advice for students during the recruiting 
seasons in his presentation. 

 He brought up critical questions that we as students should ask companies in 
order to fully understand what we are getting ourselves into, when and if we sign 
full-time with a company. A key question I learned to ask, and that is going to be a 
key question I will ask for many of my interviews is “how will the company 

GM:

GM:

Talent

about the officers (including clever lyrics such as “Ka-Wai ain’t nothin’ but a 
fruitcake” and “Hyungoo needs to learn some English”), and a very special, 
one-of-kind of tai chi performance. 

 Unfortunately, members and the judges alike had the displeasure of suffering 
through not one but TWO performances of the horrendous but viral song 
“Friday” by Rebecca Black, of which both acts mirrored the other. Regardless, 
ABSA seemed to rejoice in a majority of the acts, enjoying the good company of 
family and friends. 

develop my growth and gauge my performance once I am working for them.” 

 The questions he brought up that students should ask were truly helpful in 
order for me to figure out if a company was a right fit for my personality and goals 
or not. Sam’s talk to ABSA was really informative and interactive. I am definitely 
going to look into more opportunities in getting more involved with BazaarVoice. 
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By Denny Ku

 With the school year drawing close to an end, KPMG stopped by ABSA to 
deliver their presentation on what makes them one of the most successful 
companies in the Big Four. We had the pleasure of having three speakers come 
out, all from different levels of experience. 

 One was fresh out of McComb’s MPA program while the other two have 
been a part of KPMG for a while. They promoted KPMG’s strong work-life 
environment, employee relations, and leadership positions. KPMG offers a lot of 
opportunities to travel and go study abroad. The internship opportunities all allow 
a hands-on basis. One of the speakers said that on her first day of the internship, 
they sent her to audit one of KPMG’s big corporate clients. Although she was 
nervous, she was given a lot of trust and did not take that for granted. Hands-on 
opportunities aren’t easy to find and KPMG offers that to 

GM:

GM:

each of their employees. 

 After a question and answer session, the speakers wrapped up their 
presentation while our officers presented them with ABSA’s thanks. Afterwards, 
we ended the night with some delicious fried chicken and biscuit from Church’s. 


By Ariel Kao

 In order to raise money to help those who need it in Japan, ABSA hosted its 
very own Charity Service Auction!  Services that were auctioned off included 
romantic dinners for two, how-to-make sushi lesson, laundry service (includes 
delicates!), tutoring service (courtesy of Louis Yu), dim-sum for six, picnics, a 
photo shoot, Fogo lunch and dessert, and much more!  

 Our very own, Terence Ko, auctioned off something especially unique. Not 
only will he prepare a nice, home-cooked dinner, but he will also perform a dare!  
Any dare you think of, no matter how outrageous, he will do!  Since Terence rose 
over $150, the dare he must do will be very EXTREME!  If you have any creative 
ideas for a dare, tell Frank Chen or Jordan Naumann!

 After all the services had been auctioned off, ABSA was able to raise $735 for 
Japan!  Thank you to everyone who helped out and chipped in!  Y’all are amazing 
for supporting Japan in its time of need!  (By the way, if you won a service and have 
not given the Financial Branch the money you owe by now... well then, it’s SUPER 
overdue). 

CHARITY
SERVICE
AUCTION

APRIL DIRECTOR 
OF THE MONTH

EUGENE 
HSIAO

MAY DIRECTOR 
OF THE MONTH
ARIEL 
KAO

APRIL MEMBER 
OF THE MONTH

CASSANDRA 
CHEW

MAY MEMBER 
OF THE MONTH
ARMON 
KHORRAMI
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By Karen Shih

 Robert Huynh and Lee Wang, senior members of our Consulting Team, led 
this workshop during ABSA’s Case Competition week. The purpose was to help 
members succeed and facilitate strategic thought on how to win a case 
competition. Specifically, they discussed several case analysis techniques, research 
methods, and presentation tips. They also drew from personal experience to 
remind us of commonly made mistakes that may hinder chances of making it to 
finalist rounds. 

 Something as seemingly insignificant as shaking hands with the judges as you 
walk in could make a lasting impression. The workshop was especially helpful for 
freshmen who were not sure what exactly a case competition is, and served as a 
reminder for upperclassmen who were a bit rusty. Overall, the conversation was 
fun and interactive, as Robert asked for feedback from individuals in the audience. 
The Tiff’s Treats we ordered disappeared in the first 10 minutes… so we’ll have 
to order more in the future. 

Consulting Team
Workshop #3

Superlatives!
MOST
FLIRTATIOUS

MOST
MIA

MOST
INSEPARABLE
FRIENDS

BIGGEST
PARTY
ANIMAL

WORST
DRIVER

BEST
SMILE

GOOFIEST

MOST LIKELY TO 
BE CAUGHT 
LOOKING 
IN THE MIRROR

MOST LIKELY TO
GET THEIR OWN 
REALITY SHOW

BEST
KARAOKE
PARTNER

(CONTINUED ON PG. 16)

JEN TAM & KEVIN CHU

MOLLY SUN & DARYLE UTAMA

GRACE KIM & ERIC ALLEN

ERICA TSAO & KEVIN NGUYEN

RICHARD HE & JOSHUA YAP

JEN TAM & STEPHEN HE

GRACE KIM & DANIEL JONG

BETTY WANG & PATRICK CHEN

ARIEL KAO & DENNY KU

GRACE KO & EUGENE HSIAO
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By Louis Yu

The first installment of the BIIC workshop was a pleasant success with our 
keynote speaker, Professor Doggett, along with the Chinese Business Association; 
an organization ran by Chinese MBA students. BIIC is an acronym that stands 
for Brazil, Indonesia, India, and China, the four economically emerging countries 
in the world. In replacement of BRIC, BIIC is actually a rising term for the new 
age by replacing Russia with Indonesia.

 This installment of the BIIC workshop focused on China, where Professor 
Doggett presented insightful and remarkably unprecedented trends taking place in 
China. From the gigantic economic surge to the growth of business, Professor 
Doggett presented the most realistic and eye-opening facts that most Americans 
are relatively unaware of. Furthermore, the Chinese Business Association 
representatives provided personal stories regarding their knowledge and personal 
experiences in the growing nation. This accentuated the reality that was

dawning upon all of the attendees as their personal experiences allowed us to see 
the drastic changes in China over a short amount of time.

 Overall, the BIIC workshop was a gigantic success and provided in-depth 
knowledge of what our world could look like in the near future. Taken back by 
the vast arrays of data, every attendee left with the awe and shock of what our world 
could look like tomorrow… and boy, is it interesting. 

having a high interest in music, he gave me good advices and I really appreciated 
that of him. 

 In general, I thought it was a very good chance for people to think about their 
options other than the common career paths. I can’t wait to go again next 
semester! 

BEYOND BUSINESS
By Taehoon Kim

 Beyond Business, co-hosted with UBC, provided the attendees with 
different perspectives on the routes business students can take with their BBA 
degree. To satisfy our goals, we invited people from law, education, culinary, 
music, non-profit, entrepreneurship, and MBA. Actually interested in career 
opportunities beyond business, I was very excited to meet the different guest 
speakers from their respective fields. 

 The entire event was well organized and I enjoyed every minute of being 
there. In particular, I thought that the speakers’ talents were especially 
memorable. Kelsey Durham, while giving an introductory speech about the 
speaker in culinary, accidently said “… he had to learn hand-job” instead of 
hands job”. The crowd burst into laughter, of course, and the entire workshop 
almost went into an awkward stage. At that moment, however, the attorney 
jumped in and said, “Well, in the economy like today’s hand-job is better than 
no-job”, which turned the mood upside down and made people laugh even 
more. 

 Besides the humorous impressions they had, their experiences were also 
very valuable. By having a number of rotations, we were able to sit in with a 
handful of the speakers, instead of just one speaker for the entirety of the event. 
David Butler, a musician who used to work as a consultant for Deloitte, shared 
how it was a definitely a difficult choice for him to give up a stable job as a 
consultant and choose his true passion in music. Personally 

BIIC
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By Grace Kim

 ABSA hosted the GMAT Workshop on April 14, 2011. Many members 
shuddered at the thought of taking another four-hour long test when we were 
already done with the SAT and TAKS and all those excruciatingly painful 
standardized tests. However, UT alum Annia Raja who now, in her spare time, 
teaches at Princeton Review, made the process a little less intimidating. She 
reviewed the format of the GMAT, which consists of an analytical writing 
assessment, a quantitative section, and a verbal section. She also offered several 
test-taking tips and strategies that were not only beneficial to members studying to 
take this exam in the upcoming year, but also to prospective, 
graduate-school-bound students. 

 The GMAT workshop allowed members to learn more about this important 
exam in a comfortable, informal setting while enjoying delicious Tiff’s Treats. In 
the end, Terence Ko ended up winning a raffle and received a FREE book, which 
he is sure to put to good use… someday.  

By Denny Ku

 After a strong presentation given about China, the BIIC Workshop series 
closed with a two-hour session on India and Brazil’s economies. The workshop 
first kicked off with Professor Konana, one of McComb’s most prestigious 
professors. He started off by introducing the background of India and how the 
country almost declared bankruptcy. 

 According to him, India was able to turn everything around and grow into 
one of the largest emerging economies today within a couple of decades. The most 
interesting thing about the presentation was all the future predictions and how they 
would relate to the U.S. As technology advances in India, cell phone, electricity, 
gas and oil usage will dramatically rise. 

 After Professor Konana’s presentation, Joel Schuler and two other speakers 
came out to speak about Brazil and its potential within the next couple of decades. 
Many entrepreneurs look to invest in economies that show strong signs of growth 
and Brazil is one of them. As shown by our three speakers, it is predicted to be 6th 
in the Global Economy within the next few years. 

 Without a doubt, the two-hour session was a good way to end the successful 
workshop series hosted by the Academic branch of ABSA. Attending these 
workshops have helped us understand and be aware of some of the largest 
growing economies in the world and how they will compare with the United States 
in the near future. 
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By Charles Lai

 ABSA came to save the day after all the hooligans from SXSW tagged the 
town. With paint rollers in hand, the philanthropic arm of ABSA painted over all 
of the graffiti left by those trying to make a mark. Fortunately, the whitewashing 
was fun, and we didn’t have any Tom Sawyers in the group who tried to back out 
of the experience. 

 Who knew ABSA could paint so fast though? We finished the job in half the 
time expected, but I guess we should have worked a little slower and more 
carefully though, since a lot of us ended up ruining our clothes. All of our 
excitement for this volunteering opportunity could be seen not only by the smiles 
on our faces but also the paint splatters on our shirts, jeans, and shoes. Holi was 
right after this event too, which was nice because that meant we were already 
wearing clothes that no longer mattered. 

 Overall, this event was a success, and now I no longer need to worry about 
what to wear to volunteering events where I’m told I’ll get dirty. Getting 
recognized by the city of Austin and Mayor Lee Leftingwell with a Community 
Service Award was pretty cool too. 

By Cassandra Chew

 On a hot, humid night in March, excited ABSA members ventured towards 
the capitol to enjoy a round of Capture the Flag. As we trekked towards our 
battlefield, various members chattered about the day’s events, which included the 
Holi Festival and Discover BHP. Once everyone arrived, members were numbered 
off and given glow sticks based off their team color.

 After a quick cheer by the pink team, the game began. I could barely make out 
the players of the blue team as I stood guarding the pink’s team flag. The first 
minutes of the game were marked with periods of evasive actions. Members of 
both teams were feinting and dancing along the glow stick- lit battle line. 
Eventually, the blue team led an attack, and Nook Truong came out of nowhere 
and captured our flag. Due to some misunderstandings, this round was deemed a 
practice round, and the score was still 0-0.

 In the next round, each team had their game on. They were taking more risks 
and eventually, our “prison” was filled with the star players of the blue team. In a 
last ditch-effort, the blue team went all out.  In amidst of this attack, two members 
of the pink team ended up on the ground, and the game ended prematurely due to 
an ill-fated jaw injury.

 To end the night on a happier note, members gathered in a circle and created a 
human wave. Because the night was still young, some members headed over to 
Wendy’s to cool off with a nice frosty, while other members, who still had their 
game on, decided to play Ultimate Frisbee.  In the end, this round of Capture the 
Flag ended in draw.  However, we can’t wait until next year’s game of Capture the 
Flag against the new members. 

GRAFFITI
CLEAN UP #1

CAPTURE THE

FLAG

BEST
DRESSED

GRACE KO & DANIEL CHAO

DIANA MENG & LOUIS YU

MOST LIKELY 
TO BE SEEN 
IN RELIANT

Superlatives!
(CONTINUED FROM PG. 13)



ANGELA CHOW & HYUNGOO KANGSONDRA BATBOLD & MUFENG ZHU

KAREN SHIH & HENRY SHI

MOST LIKELY TO BE 
SEEN IN AN 
HERBAL ESSENCES 
COMMERCIAL

BIGGEST
FOOD
MOOCHER

MOST LIKELY 
TO FORGET 
YOUR NAME
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By Josh Hu

 Houston Chinatown’s Juice Box on UT Campus?!?! Sounds impossible, 
right? Well, ABSA made it happen during the annual Forty Acres Fest!

 We sold delicious Asian Shaved Ice at our booth with a choice of delicious 
toppings: strawberries, grapes, watermelon, fruit cocktail, jelly, and ice cream. 
And of course, we topped it off with condensed milk and syrup! All for only two 
dollars!

 Many ABSA members helped out at the event. Some churned the ice shaver 
machine while others added toppings. Being great business students (plus the 
engineer Louis), we also each took turns marketing our amazing product and 
bringing students to our booth. Candice Shim even had the great idea of viral 
marketing. That is why you saw so many Facebook statuses about the event!

 During slow times, we checked out the other great booths. There was 
everything from Monster Pong to baked goods to pizza (my favorite!). All in all, it 
was a great event, and ABSA members had a great time working at Juice Box: 
ABSA Edition. 

By David Shim

 This event is called a social event, but don’t be tricked by its name. For the past 
four years, ABSA has lost to HBSA. Last year, with the help of Michael Yang, our 
internal vice president, we got very close to winning, but we still lost at the end. 
Wanting to end this bad tradition, everyone tried hard to win this game. 

 Not long after it started, the game got very aggressive. People were crashing, 
falling, and sticks were flying with venom. However, there weren’t many chances 
that threatened either side of goals. After a long game with no score, we were 
going to move onto our next plan: mix ABSA and HBSA members into different 
teams. However, no one was satisfied with a tie, and we all kept going on with our 
game. 

 After the elongated tie, we had to call it a game. No one won, and no one lost. 
I guess we made an improvement, since we didn’t lose, but ABSA doesn’t stop 
here. Next year, we will win this game. ABSA! 

ABSA/HBSA
Broomball 4 0

ACRES
F E S T
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By Louis Yu

 While the normal functionalities of ABSA were in full-swing and the semester 
was coming to its midpoint, it was time, once again, to bring back our lovely alumni 
to the wonderful city of Austin and back alongside ABSA. The weekend festivities 
started with an informal get-together for happy hour at the Casino El Camino Bar 
and Grill on Friday, April 8th. ABSA ordered over twenty-three enormous quarter 
pound burgers to serve our former alumni and members in attendance. While 
stuffing our lovely alumni with some traditional home-grilled Texas burgers, we 
chatted alongside them about where they currently were and how they got to that 
certain point in life. Afterwards, we all returned home and prepared for the next day 
with our traditional round-up at Rudy’s. 

 At noon the next day, all our members waited patiently in front of Little Field 
Fountain for rides to Rudy’s. Once the members and alumni entered the country 
store, it was like a home-coming for everyone. Alumni went to greet each other and 
current ABSA members had the chance to meet, greet, and converse with several 
Alumni over delicious barbeque. To end a perfect Saturday, ABSA brought a small 
group of members and a handful of alumni to our final event for Alumni Weekend: 
Blazertag. 

By Josh Hu

 Junior Achievement with Deloitte was a two-day 
event at Andrews Elementary, a local elementary 
school in North Austin. ABSA members were paired 
up with two Deloitte professionals and assigned to a 
classroom, where they taught kids about topics like 
jobs, government, and money. This was the perfect 
opportunity to both give back to the community and 
network with professionals.  

 During the Meet and Greet, ABSA members met 
their Deloitte volunteers and teachers.  We also met 
the school principal Laurie Barber,  toured our 
respective classrooms, and listened to the President of 
Junior Achievement of Central Texas Dave Swincher  
speak about policies and procedures.  After the Meet 
and Greet, everyone got their teaching material and 
was looking forward to teaching the kids.

 During the morning of Junior Achievement in a 
Day, everyone woke up bright and early and headed 
over to Andrews Elementary. After quickly going over 
the lessons plans with our Deloitte volunteers, 

we all walked to our respective classrooms. 

 In my classroom, I was greeted with smiles from 
the very excited Kindergarten kids. My team and I read 
five stories to the kids. After each story, there was a 
fun activity in which the students could plant their own 
garden with stickers and buy toys with paper coins.  
Junior Achievement lessons are very interactive, fun, 
and educational!

 During lunch, many ABSA members ate in the 
cafeteria with their class. It brought back so many 
great elementary school memories! Others ate lunch 
with their Deloitte volunteers and chatted about 
different topics ranging from careers, life at Deloitte, 
and fun things to do in Austin.

 After wrapping our lessons up, we handed out 
certificates to our “graduates,” took pictures with 
them, and said goodbye to our Deloitte volunteers, 
promising to keep in contact with them in the future! 


 Granted it wasn’t the biggest outpour of alumni, but all the members and 
alumni went back to their childhood years and appreciated the little things in life. 
ABSA was very proud to see the large outcome of returning alumni celebrating 
their time with their friends and current ABSA members at Alumni Weekend! 

Junior Achievement

Alumni Weekend
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By Helen Lee

 Sweaters, check. Protection gear, check. Guns loaded, check. On a bright and 
sunny Sunday afternoon, ABSA members geared up to go paintballing with each 
other and alumni after Alumni Weekend. After getting all necessary equipment 
and being informed about the safety procedures, the first game of capture the flag 
began: underclassmen VS upperclassmen. Although we were against some tough 
upperclassmen, one of our alumni, Andrew Ma was on our team and helped us 
with the offense. Other offense players on our team included Louis Yu, Eric Allen, 
and Linda Ye. Having no experience with paintballing, I went on the defense, 
shooting randomly whenever I thought there was an enemy on our side of the 
field. The first game lasted for half an hour and in the end, it was a tie.

 After a brief break, the second game began. The two teams switched sides and 
fought each other, yet again, at a deadly paint war. Some ABSA members received 
bruises from the paintballs, but most people were protected by their masks or 
sweaters and long pants. In the final minutes of the game, we won by capturing the 
flag in the upperclassmen’s field. Everyone took a water break then and had a 
chance to refill their guns if necessary. The weather was very hot and everyone was 
sweating. Good thing there was plenty of water. Some of us left early to go home, 
so we weren’t able to see the last games. Although I only played one game this 
time, it was a sweltering and exciting experience to go out into the hot field 
shooting paint at my own friends. The games can get rough, but it was a great 
bonding experience with my ABSA members as well as alumni who participated. 


By Sondra Batbold

 After our first successful Graffiti Clean-up following the madness that 
surrounds SXSW week, ABSA ventured again to keep the city of Austin free of 
graffiti. This time, however, ABSA stayed closer to home and cleaned 26th to 29th 
street on Guadalupe. With our sleeves rolled up and our paint rollers in hand, we 
rid the walls, fences, streets, and even trash dumpsters of graffiti. Since we knew 
that this would be a quick volunteer event from our experience at the last Graffiti 
Clean-up, we took our time talking, laughing, and getting to know each other 
even better while painting over graffiti and sometimes even each other. Personally, 
I think this event is one of the best new volunteering events. 

 And despite how fast ABSA can paint, graffiti criminals will never stop 
painting the town. Our supervisor at the clean-up told us that sometimes only 
thirty minutes after they paint over one spot, they see even more graffiti on their 
return. Hopefully, with our two clean-up events, ABSA has made a difference in 
stopping this vandalism on our beautiful city of Austin. 

By Helen Lee

 For everything that our faculty and staff have done for the students at 
McCombs, it was time again where ABSA showed our appreciation and thanks to 
those who have always supported us. Planned by the External Branch, there were 
multiple events that were hosted and gifts that were given. At the beginning of the 
week on Monday, External put together a wonderful breakfast consisting of 
kolaches, coffee from coffee bean, and orange juice in the CBA Events Room. 

 Several faculty and staff stopped by to enjoy this wonderful breakfast and to 
chat with some of our members that were there to help out. On Wednesday of 
Faculty Appreciation Week, ABSA made lovely thank you cards and dropped them 
off in the mailboxes of our faculty and staff. Of course, to show how awesome the 
entire faculty is, ABSA followed a “superhero” theme. 

 On Thursday, during our GM, members were also given a chance to write 
their thanks on a poster and sign for McCombs’s wonderful faculty and staff 
members. On the last and final day of Faculty Appreciation Week, ABSA set up 
snacks such as fruit cakes, veggie platters, and fruits in the faculty lounge for all 
faculty and staff to enjoy. 

 Overall, ABSA wanted to convey our appreciation and thanks to everyone who 
has supported or has helped us grow. In the end, McCombs’s faculty and staff 
members had enjoyed and appreciated our recognition for them throughout the 
week.

PAINTBALL

SOCIAL



INTRAMURAL SPORTS

By David Shim

 Let me start by saying that this year was not the greatest year for ABSA 
athletics. As a new team, ABSA IM Soccer team struggled to hold practices 
and try-outs on time. As the team captain, I was trying to form a good team. 
We met every week to prepare for the tournament, but we started the league 
with a loss. The team consisted of many people: Denny, Louis, Julia, Lily, 
Grace Kim, Andreia, Sean, Pulok, Hans, Ryan, Taehoon, and me.
 
 Not many of us played soccer before, and none of us played in an 
indoor soccer league. It was a new experience for me as well, but we 
developed some relationship as a team. Our results weren’t good this 
semester, but I look at this as a stepping stone to our big league in the fall. 
Many were discouraged with the results, but I still love my team, and I know 
we improved as a team through this experience. Thanks for the great 
memories team! 

By Ariel Kao

 It’s a bird!  It’s a plane!  SIKE, it’s a softball!

 Unfortunately for ABSA, we started the season off with a loss.  However, in 
ABSA’s defense, the other team (Gotta Catch ‘Em All) did absolutely nothing but 
stand there!  The umpire/ref did little to help, too, giving practically all the team 
members free bases!

 In the next game, ABSA tied 6-6 against Ump Yours.  There was no 
tie-breaker because time ran out.  How unfortunate because we would have totally 
won!

 For the third week’s game, “imagine this.  Bases are loaded.  We already have 
two outs.  One more and we lose the game.  Then, out of nowhere, ABSA gets a 
homerun by our very own, Eugene Hsiao!  ABSA WINS!!”  This is why you 
don’t listen to Grace Kim, because the next thing she says is, “Just kidding, the 
other team didn’t show up so we won by forfeit.”

 Our last and final week was ABSA’s best game in the whole season!  
Congratulate our softball players for beating the Sed Rox 8 to 2!  Stephen’s 
pitches were better than ever!  Everyone was able to catch the balls that came 
his/her way (except for Denny Ku)!  Nook Truong also surprised us all by 
getting two homeruns.  If you didn’t attend this game, you sure missed out on a 
great show!

 But it doesn’t stop there!  Surprise!  ABSA’s softball team is going to 
playoffs!  Since the first playoff game is April 26th (as I am typing this, it is April 
25th) and I’m unable to predict the future, I cannot tell you within this Informer 
article whether or not ABSA won the IM Championships.  However, as the year 
is coming to a close, I’m sure you’ll hear about it by the End of Semester 
Banquet! 

SOFT
BALLSOCCER
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